EASY FIT SNOW CHAINS
Anti Rust Diamond Pattern

Fitting & Removal instructions

4 Join the side chain & blue hook
together on the top sidewall of the trye
1
Remove chains from the bag. Unhook the
flexible hoop & spread the chains out on the
road. Ensure all connections are undone & there
are no twists or tangles in the chains, this step is
important for ease of fitting.
Pass the yellow end of the flexible cable
2
around the back of the tyre right to left. Try to
avoid the chains touching the tyre in this step,
so you don’t snag any of the chain between
the tyre & the road.

6 Connect the tension chain with rubber hook to
the auto locking lever at the bottom of the wheel
& tighten firmly. Check the flexible cable is running
evenly around the inside wall of the tyre & is clear
of any suspension components. (Important)
7 Using both hands grasp the side chains on the
tyre wall & wriggle them backwards & forwards
around the trye to bed the chains in , re tighten &
take up any extra slack with the Auto locking lever.
8 If there is not enough tension chain left for
re tightening, go back to instruction 4 & connect
the 2nd or 3rd chain link to the blue hook
on the top sidewall of the tyre.

3 Pick up the ends of the flexible cable and join
them together on the top of the trye. Try to keep
the chain links in front of your hands as in the photo
so they do not drop behind the back of the wheel.

To ensure a correct fit, Chains must be
tried on the vehicle before departure

9 Check the side chain is running evenly around
the sidewall of the tyre, this ensures the flexible cable
on the inside of the tyre is doing the same. Connect
the tension chain with the rubber hook to one or both
red hooks, then secure firmly to the side chain.
10

Once these steps have been completed and the
chains are evenly and firmly fitted to each of the
drive wheels, drive forward slowly for 20 mtrs to bed
the chains in, then release tension chain from side
chain & red hooks, retighten firmly using the auto
locking lever then firmly reconnect tension chain to red
hooks & side chain.

5 Make sure to push the flexible cable
right over to the back of the tyre wall &
off the tyre tread.

11 To remove the chains stop each wheel in
the same position the chains were fitted, with
the autolock lever at the bottom of the wheel
as in the photo, then reverse the installation
steps in order.
When you have disconnected the chain
off the tyre make sure it is laying flat on the
road,then drive forward to clear the chains.

PLEASE NOTE: While driving in the snow with chains fitted you must drive carefully, avoid sudden accelaration or sudden stops and never exceed 50 km/h.

Warning: Failure to fit chains firmly & correctly could result in damage to vehicle & chains.
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